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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
To:
From:

All Members of the Faculty
John N. Durrie, Secretary

Subject:

Postponement of May Meeting

The May meeting of the University Faculty will be
held on Tuesday, May 19, rather than on the usual
second Tuesday of the month.
mailed in due course.

An agenda will be
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
May 12, 1964
All Members of the Faculty

To:
From:

John N. Durrie, Secretary

Subject:

May Meeting

The May meeting of the Faculty will be held on Tuesday ,
May 19th, in Mitchell Hall 101 at 4:00 p.m.
The agenda will include the following items:
1. Report by the Faculty Representative to the Alumni
Board -- Professor St. Onge.
2. Report on the Master of Education in Science Degree -Dean Rosenzweig for the Graduate Committee.
3. Proposed Functions and Duties of the Athl etic
Council -- Professor Swihart for the Policy
Committee (Statement attached).
4. Proposal concerning the University Research
Committee -- Professor Swihart (Statement attached . )
5. Report of University Research Committee -Professor Norman.
6. Resolution by student Senate concerning Smoking
Regulations.
(Statement attached.)
7 . Report of the Library committee -- Professor Cott re ll .

c. ~~

t ~A~.ra.-.~ •

~

Enclosure: Summarized Minutes of April 14, 1964 Meeti ng .
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FACULTY MEETING
May 19, 1964

(Summarized Minutes)
The May 19, 1964, meeting of the University Faculty was called to
order by President Popejoy at 4:05 p.m., with a quorum present.

Professor St. Onge, Faculty representative on the Alumni Association
Board of Directors, repo rted briefly to the Faculty on recent changes
and accomplishments and current objectives of the Association.
It was recommended by Acting Dean Rosenzweig, for the Graduate
Committee, that the Master of Education in Science degree program
be continued in its present form as long as the National Science
Foundation grants its present level of financial support to the
Ac~demic Year Institute Program at the University. Dean Rosenzweig
said that in the meantime "the Graduate Committee will be happy to
encourage, in any practical way that interested parties may suggest,
the establishment of a five-year program leading to a master's de g 7ee
that not only would meet the reasonable needs of individuals teaching
or e~pecting to teach in general science areas of the public schoo l
curr~cula, but also would satisfy the general Graduat 7 School
r7quirements for masters• degrees. 11 This recommendation was ap~roved,
with the incorporation of an amendment changing the recommendat7on t o
read as. follows: 11 • • • as long as the National Science Foui:idation
gran~s 1 ts present level of financial support to the ~cadef!lic ~ear
Institute £!:. ~ Summer Institutes programs at the University.
A revised statement of functions and duties of the Athletic Council
;~~.Proposed to the Faculty by Professor Swihart, on behalf of the
icy Committee. The statement was approved.

:~ofessor Swihart, for the Policy Committee, presen~ed a propos~l d
t at the functions of the University Research Committee be a ssi gne
c~ t~o new standing committees, the Contract Research and P?~:nt
mmittee and the Research Allocations Committee. Statemen ~~ of
~~P~sed functions and duties of these two committees were also
on
a mitted. The establishment of the two new committees was thereup f
thProved, as were the statements except that the second sentenc7 t~
we statement of duties of the c~ntract Research and Patent hco~i ee
hamended to read. "The Committee shall communicate with tlel ean
t e Gr d
•
· d
s of the co eqes
and
a uate School and with the academic ean - t
d · scuss
cur/neet with them formally at least once each semes~er o nt~act
rese:nt Problems and to exchange information concern~ng ~~ osi tion
of th~c~." Clarification was requested ?oncernin~ ~ t e w~s ~xplained
that Wh. ~ntract Research and Patent Committee, 1 ant. i of faculty
rnembers 1 he II attention shall be given to the se ech~ 0 ~ 0 not so engage
'Nill
w O engage in contract research, 11 those w
not be excluded from membership.
'I'he an
, tt
was presented
by Pr ~Ual report of the University Research comm~ 5 ~:e of grants
requ O essor Norman
Included were the number an
d department
estea
d
•
the name an
4
of th
an made during the 1963-6 year'
of the total and
a\ler e recipients, and a breakdown, by colleges'
age grants.

/fs
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The Faculty denied a request frcm the Student Senate that smoking be
permitted during examinations and seminars at the discretion of the
instructor in charge and voted instead to uphold the action taken
at the last faculty meeting.
Report #1 from the Library Cornrni ttee was presented by Professor
Cottrell and covered the following points: the functions of a
university library; new programs; graduate programs; new faculty;
the spiraling publication rate; inflation; other universities; and
library staff. Reports f rem chairmen of three subcornrni ttees ( social
sciences, humanities and arts, and science and technology) were then
presented, pointing out problems and inadequacies in these various
areas.
Following these reports, the following resolution was presented and
was subsequently approved by the Faculty:
Whereas, the tremendous monetary pressures upon the
administration are recognized and whereas the general
faculty is appreciative of all that the administration
has accomplished with regard to strengthening the
faculties of the various departments and colleges
and in the extensive physical plant expansion which
~as been necessitated by the rapid growth of this
institution; and whereas it must be acknowledged
that the university library lags when compared to
these other aspects and is inadequate in both
materials and staff to support the faculty and.
.
students in achieving the objectives of the university;
he:eby, be it resolved by the general faculty ~f the
University of New Mexico that in order to.provide.a
f~undation for achieving the goals for wh~ch a u~i~ersity strives, and because of the urgency in prov~ding
these tools necessary to students and faculty alike,
that the administration be urged to use every means
at its disposal to increase the library support. It
is recommended that the goals be as follows: $50 per
student (head count) for 1964-65, $55 per student for
1965-66; $60 per student for 1966-67. Further!
~ecause of the tremendous backlog of deficiencies .
:n the holdings of periodicals, congresses, and v;rious
important monographs particularly in the areas O .
1
relatively new progr~s it is urged that an additiona
p
"one-shot" allocation of at least $250,000 be sought.
d
resident P
t
tlined the proce ures
Which h
opejoy acknowledged the repor 1 o':1
. t , 5 educational
hua
ave been followed in preparing the Universi Y d t the
lib;et: ~entioned the percentage of the budget all'?tt~ on ~ormula;
note~ry in accordance with the North Central Assoc~at~ made repeatedly
t0
that "one-shot" appropriation requests have ee
.
d
the Le · 1
. t tly turned down, an
expl .
gis ature and have been cons is en
t. al Finance with
re ained current practices of the Board of.Educa ion u rading of
th~a!~ to ~pecial gifts made to the Universitr t~o~ i~~ p~inting up
the n ucational program. He thanked the cornrni e ld be continued to
ac eeds of the library and said that efforts wou
complish the objectives <lescribed in the report.

The two following proposed amendments to the Constitution of the
Associated Students were presented to the Faculty by Dean Smith :
1. Amending Article II -- Student Rights, to add ·
a new section as follows: "Section 6. Every student
has the right to freedom of expression in the classroom
without fear of intimidation or repercussions due to
disclosure of his remarks by the professor, so long as
the student's remarks are pertinent to the subject matter
being discussed.
11

2. Amending Article v, Section 6 (defining the functions
and composition of the Student Standards Committee) by
adding a paragraph as follows: "The jurisdiction of the
Student Standards committee shall be limited exclusively
to on-campus violations of either University, municipal ,
or state laws. The Committee shall not have the power
to review any violation which occurs explicitly outside
the geographical boundaries of the University of New
Mexico Campus. "
Upon recommendation of Dean Smith, the Faculty approved the first
amendment but not the second.
The meeting adjourned at 6:00 p.rn.

John N. ourrie, Secretary
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
FACULTY MEETING
May 19, 1964
The May 19, 1964, meeting of the University Faculty
was called to order by President Popejoy at 4:00 p.m. with
a quorum present.
PRESIDENT POPEJOY: We have a number of committee re- Rep ort on
Al umni
ports today, the first will be a report by the faculty
Ass
ociation
representative of the Alumni Board, Professor St. Onge.
and Greater

PROFESSOR ST. ONGE: Two years ago, the Faculty electedUNM Fund
me representative of the Alumni Association, an act which
has occasioned no remorse on your part, at least until now.
At that time I was not commissioned to carry on any specific
task but I thought it was about time I reported to you my
impressions of the conduct of the Alumni Association. Since
we have a large agenda, I will try ' t; move to this with
reasonable dispatch. I am sure you are interested in the
changes, accomplishments and current objectives of the
Alumni Association, or at least in view of modern developments, in my judgment I think we ought to share. The
Alunmi Association has undergone quite dramatic changes in
structure and some ·:of those I think I ought to review briefly.
In March 1962, the Regents approved the Articles of Incorporation for the newly constituted Alumni Association. The
Alumni Association Board is the parent legislative body
of the various UNM Alumni Clubs. The Board consists of
86 members, 8 college representatives, and the balance
club members. The current president is attorney James T.
Paulantis. Last year's president, as you know was Judge
Dan Macpherson. The board has an executive cotllllittee of
sf:ven members; the board president, vice-president and
1.ve elected from Board membership.
1hat takes care
of the structure of the Alumni Association. Now some of
the subordinate structures.
In July of 1962, Mr. Lalicker, Director of Development,
submitted a proposal to the Regents, which on their
approval March 16 1963 became the Greater UNM Fund,
of which alumni funds a;e a part. I will s~eak only of
the Alumni port ion of that fund. The fund itself
amounts to $500,000 but I think of interest to you .
Would be the increasing funds generated by the Alumni
~ssociation. The Board of the Greater UNM Fun~ has as
its chairman, Dr. Albert G. SinmS and the president of
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of the Alumni Association, the university vice-president
and a representative of Dean Smith's scholarship office
and two ex-officios from the Development office
consisting of Mr. Lalicker and Mr. McGuire, are the other
members.
More important than that is the allocation conmitte,
the chairman of which is Professor Jim Barton, with
Professor Davison also representing the faculty, plus
the vice-president, Mr. Perovich, Mr. Lalicker and
two Alunmi representatives. So we do have representation on the Allocations Conmittee, the group that deals
with Alumni funds. We will discuss the disposition
of those shortly. We do have two faculty members ther
seeing that the faculty's interest is protected.
In addition to that, the president of the Univer ity
has the Alumni Advisors Committee, but there is only a
moderate overlap of personnel between that and the Alumni
Association, and the membership of the present Alumni
Conmittee is presently 55.

The objective of these agencies is to channel and
make effective alumni support in a variety of ways in
a number of what I think you will concede, are important
objectives. Here are some of the major objective and
accomplislunents: One, the November Bond issue: UNM
Alumni groups are now working for a decisive proportion of the bond issue. Organization meetings are being
held in local areas and a publicity campaign is underway.
Another accomplishment was Legislators Day, and.
I don't have to dwell on having a reasonably congenial
legislature. They were here on a full day's visit and
this was at no cost to the University. 1he expenses
were borne fully by the AlUIImi representatives.
Another matter of concern are the academic achievement awards which are offered, two per high school,
one in humanities and one in science or math and these
are granted solely on academic achievement. If the
student who receives the award matriculates at the
University of New Mexico, he gets in addition to the
$25.00 stipend, , and it is possible and very frequently
occurs that if the local club will contribute $25.00
then from the Alumni Scholarship fund they will match
that and the cumulative fund becomes $75.00 to come to
the University.
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Now, as to the fund itself. The Greater UNM
Fund has collected $16,600 from 1508 alumni respondents.
Of these monies $2,600 were earmarked for special purposes: library materials, equipment, special scholarships, and the like. $ll;C)(X)were unrestricted gifts and
the development office is especially interested in seeing
that the funds that come in are primarily restricted
so that they can be used equitably and flexibly in getting disbursed in whatever areas seem to have the grea r
need. Of the $14,000 not restricted, $10,000 were used
in the following ways: $1,000 faculty research
grants in humanities; $1,000 set aside for matching
funds in scholarship mentioned; $400.00 has been alloted
for electro-shock apparatus. I am also told the shocks
will be in frogs, not people; books in the amount of
$500 have been procured in special collection for English
library, and 19th Century American fiction; $1,000 set
aside for a lecture series in Departments of Economics,
Government, History and Latin American studies; $800 for
microfilming books of the New York Times heretofore unavailable; $400 to Fine Arts Music Library for Southwestern
music, and my personal judgment was they perhaps should
hurry before it disappears under folk music; $,000 for
concert series revolving fund for major artists. nti
will be kind of security against occasionally poor attendance in adverse weather so that the funds again will
be constantly reinvested in program series for the
purpose of bringing artists to the campus who otherwise
might not be induced to come here. We also spent $1300
on a Perceptiscope. For all of you who have complained
about the incapability of students to read, this is
supposed to help. Also $500 has been set aside for
guest speakers in the area of architecture.
About the project, it is hoped the fund will reach
$2~,000 this year and based on projections derived from
universities of comparable size, the Greater UNM Fund
ought to amount to $50,000 in about two to three years
and over a hundred thousand in six to seven years· So
there ought to be a fine economical support here for
the things y o-u departmental and college budgets men
make allowances for.
The Alunmi has six mailings per year, with three
solicitations. There have been thirty club meetin~s in
19 63-64 and six.teen charters granted. 2,000 alumni
have been in attendance. Meetings have been ~ttended
by members of the faculty and the administration, coaches
and President Popejoy has attended over a dozen.alunmi
meetings in various cities and towns of New Mexico and
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out-of-state. Earlier involvement of new alums and offering seminars for older alums are two new alumni objectives. I was hoping I could make a few minor indictments to enliven these proceedings. I do have a few
suggestions, for your interest the Development Office
Annual Report to the President ought to be circulated
at university department levels for the faculty's information.
The Alwnni Board has authorized me to invite faculty
members to Board meetings on the assumption that you
will probably not all come at once, a safe assumption,
since meetings usually are on Saturday mornings, but
those of you who may question my stewardship to this
task, I would ask you to come and witness the liveliness
and pertinence of these meetings are especially wholesom,
academic. They are genuinely concerned about the Univ rsity of New Mexico. M:>re so than we are in it. The
great loyalty that the alumni, in general, have shown
to this institution--! don't mean to say it ought to be
surprising--! don't mean to infer that this faculty
is not worthy of that loyalty, but maybe we are not
quite aware of the existence in such extents. You
might come see what is coming off. Also the suggestion
which may deserve some attention that if the faculty
members could be induced to attend the meetings and
make of themselves a semi-permanent speakers bureau,
this ~uld be helpful to the alumni in contacts and
confirming. Incidentally, the Alumni Office will
guarantee an up-to-date briefing for those who volunteer to represent the University on these missions.
For those of you who think that I, as your representative have been insufficiently critical I can
invite you to replace me with a more hostile type. I
have tried by several means to find areas of inadequate, or unjustified activities on the part of the
Alumni Office. I am satisfied that Mr. Lalicker, Mr
McGuire and their staff are working energetically,
persistently, and imaginatively on behalf of ~egitimate
academic University achievements, better legislative
relation;, finer students, and academically oriented
expenditures of funds created.
I am reminded of the old Channel 5 motto, "I can
always be replaced." End of report. Any questions?
1 am not in on the deliberations. I am not able to
categorically justify all this, but it seems to
they are sufficiently justified and diversified to
constitute reasonable application of funds that the
Alumni Association is creating for the University.
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MEMBER:
humanities.

You have the faculty research grant in
Was this a special allocation?

PROFESSOR ST. ONGE: This is a special allocation
grant. I am told it can be used for travel, library fund
for any plausible redistribution, I suppose the application for it would have to be channeled through usual
procedures. It is specifically in the humanities. I
would think there is a lot of competition for this.
Any other questions? Thank you.
PRESIDENT POPEJOY: I would like to make this comment.
It seemed pleasant indeed, to know that donations of
the Alumni are now equal to donations to the Athletic
program, only the Alumni funds are being used mostly
for the academic funds and as time goes on I hope
they will beo
'!he second item, Report on the Master of Education
in Science Degree, Dean Rosenzweig.
DEAN ROSENZWEIG: This item appears on our agend
as a report only, because at the time the agend wa
drawn up we didn't know what the coamittee's action
on a particular proposal would be. In reality, thi i
our annual reexamination or reconsideration of the
extension of the experimental Master of Education in
Science degree which was instituted in 1959, for a thre
year period and has been renewed for one year each,
since that time. The statement which is before you
is phrased somewhat differently than it has been in the
past. In the past we have been asked only to consider
the extension of the program for a period of on ye r.
The statement which you have before you was drawn u~
by Dean Parish about mid-April after consultation with
Professor Ivins and Dean Travelstead, and it has been
approved by the graduate committee at its last meeting.
You will note that the statement now reads: "1be
Master of Education in Science degree program, now
being offered as an experimental service, shall be
co~tinued in its present form for as long as the National
S~ience Foundation grants its present level of financial support to the Academic Year Institute Program
at the University.
"In the meantime

the Graduate Comnittee will be
happ~ to encourage, in any practical way that in:erested
Parties may suggest the establishment of a five year
Program leading to~ master's degree that not only
"10uld meet the reasonable needs of individuals teaching

0

on

(
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or expecting to teach in general science areas of the
public school curricula, but also ~uld satisfy the
general Graduate School requirements for master 1
degrees. "
I would like to point out that some suggestions have
already been ma.de on how this change in the degree program might be accomplished. The one specific one we
have before us is that the degree might be cast in th
form of Masters of Arts in teaching as has been
approved by this faculty for the Master of Arts in Teaching
of Spanish.
I ~uld like, at this time, to move the adoption of
this statement before you.
PROFESSOR NORMAN:

I second the motion.

PROFESSOR GENTRY: I would like to call attention
to the last part of the first paragraph and suggest th t
this re-program be dependent upon the National Scienc
Foundation support of one of our institute programs.
It is altogether within the realm of possibility that
the National Science Fotmdation might ome day decid
to discontinue support of the Academic Year Institut
while continuing to support the Sumner Institute.
lhese are not included at all. As a matter of fact,
our proposals are being made now, I think, annually, for
the Academic Year program, and was made semi-annu lly
for the Sumner program. We have a program starting
this present summer, 1964 already approved for 1965
and 1966. I would like to see that sentence included
also, for the Academic Year Program or the Sunmer Program.
DEAN ROSENZWEIG:
PRESIDENT POPEJOY:

I see no objections to this.
Do

you -ant to move this?

PROFESSOR GENTRY:

I move that.

PROFESSOR VERNON:

Second.

PRESIDENT POPEJOY:

Any other amendments or suggestions ?

PROFESSOR IVINS: I would like to make a statement,
if I may. It was not in Dean Parish's mind to exclude
the possibility that the Master of Science might be
replaced, even within the current year and I would hope
the faculty would understand that this does not perpetuate the Master of Education and Science degree
past the time when something better is developed·
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PROFESSOR MAYER-KALKSCHMIDT: lbis would bring up
the question that if you feel something better could be
made?

•

PROFESSOR IVINS: One answer is the use of "experimental'! described in this degree is euphemistic, to say
the least. Another way, in the beginning stages of
the academic year institute program, it was necessary
to satisfy several different persons and in so doing
we developed a degree which is quite definitely
in general pattern. Such general pattern as there is of
graduate degrees. Among other things, this degree
includes the possibility of including as much as six
semester ~ours of work on a Sophomore to Senior level
and I know Dean Parish was hopeful that this might be
eliminated and I think the other~pe9ple..concerned in the
arrangements were not opposed if some sort of workable
framework could be devised that would provide for
that, but it is truly not an experimental degree. I
think that is the roost hone-at answer I can give.

0

PRESIDENT POPEJOY:
Are you ready to vote on
I
Professor Gentry s amendment?
All in favor. All
opposed? Carried.
Are you ready to vote on the nx:,tion as amended?
All in favor of the motion as amended indicate by saying,
aye? All Opposed? Carried.

..

Professor Swihart will present a recomnendation in Revised
regard to functions and duties of the Athletic Council. Functions
and Duties of
Ath l etic
PROFESSOR SWIHART: About a year ago, this May, Pro-council
fessor Daub sent to the Policy Coomittee to have the
.
functions and duties--to change the duties of the Athletic
Council, to incorporate changes by our entrance into
the conference and the acceptance of standards in
the Athletic Policy. Those changes were fairly simple
but as this school year developed, the menx:,randa
passing between the Policy Comnittee and Athletic.
Council became numerous. The council and the policy
cormnittee spent, I suspect, many meetings, many hours
combined to work out some other possible changes in
the statement of functions and duties of the Athletic
Council. The attached statement--attached to the agenda-is the one which the Policy Conmittee has proposed to
You for adoption. I would like to go over it perhaps
section by sub-section, to indicate to you ~at we are
proposing in comparison to the statement which we presently
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have. Section 1 of the proposed statement on the appended
page is a sentence which is taken precisely from the
present statement of functions and duties of the
Athletic council which we seek here to replace. Sections
2A and 2B replace this statement, I quote (read from
foi:mer statement). It was the Policy Committee's
notion as it was also true of the Athletic Council
that some of the statements which were made here were
hard to understand, possible of misinterpretation.
We attempted by the points made in 2A and 2B to mak
more specific what was intended by that clause in th
present statement of the functions and duties of the
Athletic Council, feeling that what we are regarding it
as a faculty is being sure that the students who ar
also athlete, achieve a grade average which we f 1 is
high enough to engage in activities, and secondly
those involved on the athletic program understand the
primary purpose is to pursue a degree as a student and
those notions have been incorporated into A and B
0

Section 3 of the proposed functions incorporate, in
great measure language which is presently in the t t
ment of functions and duties of Athletic Council. 'lb
present policy states "To report to the faculty action
tak n in respect to consideration of any waiver by th
Dean of Men permitting a student, etc." 'Ibis reflect
in the present statement or waiver rule. Before tw
years ago we adopted the scholarship
of the conference asked ·thei rule be applied and therefor is not
appropriate in this statement. Under the new policy
I notice the language in 3A which is intended to replace
the language I have read, "This report shall be made
at the November meeting of the faculty to cover
the preceding fiscal year and shall include the numb r
(and if requested by the faculty, the names) of athletes
who participated in intercollegiate athletics while
~aving a grade average under tw point." Our notion
in having this was to continue to bring before th
faculty the number and if requested, the names of
th~se participating while they were on probation.
While they didn't have a two point average. The
language of sections 3A B D E and Fare drawn fro
the present statement of the functions and duties of the
Athletic Council. Section 3C is added also to reflect
the change of procedure in terms of the eli~ibility
for participating in intercollegiate athletics. The
Faculty Policy Committee approved this statement and
submitted it to the President, under their constitutional
lllandate. After consultation with the president, we.
approved this and I move that the faculty ratify this
statement.
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PROFESSOR IVINS:

Second.

PRESIDENT POPEJOY: Are you ready to vote?
favor, aye, opposed? Carried.
The fourth item on the agenda is a proposal concern~the Research Committee, Professor Swihart.
Division o
Univers· y
Res arch

PROFESSOR SWIHART: For the last year and a half
the policy committee has been working, I think, in
Commi
drawing up of an operating statement on the office and
.
5
an~ ng
the research services at the University. We were asked
by Dean Parish to work with this problem and he submitted c~:n'~on
a statement to us dealing with various of the problems
Rs arch
which have been worked out by the graduate committee,
and P
and by the graduate office. In our investigation of
Cornmi
these problems and analysis of them, we determined
and h
that the patent committee which is called for in the
Rs arch
University Patent Policy, had really become somewhat
~;~~a
lost. It had been set up by the Policy Committee
in the first year after the Patent Policy was adopted,
which was 1959, but in tenns and ability on the part of
the faculty to know who is on the Patent Committee, we
felt, some of us didn't know where to look. Some of
us did, by the way. That probably it would be better
to have that set up as a standing committee of the
faculty, one which, if a problem arose in the area
of patents which would be made up--which would be available for that purpose. Secondly, in our disclosures
with Professor Norman, the chairman of the University
Research Conmittee, we detennined, and he pointed out,
that the Contract Reasearch function which has been set
up in the present statement of functions and duties
of University Research Comnittee was really not operative
under the present University Research Committee and
I am sure you will understand, after the report, that
Professor Nonnan will give, our time, nevertheless was
very well taken up in terms of a number of research
allocation problems of the University Research fund. The
proposals you will find attached, do incorpcrate two
schools which do function. The two schools presently
assigned to the University Research Committee, in terms
of the Contract Research function. At present, al~ow me
to read the functions of and duties of the Un veD ity e earch
Committeeo (Read) You will note in the Patent Policy
function which is in the last line of the Patent Research
and Function duties , we will follow f~irly closely that
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C

1

operation i nd i cated in the University Research Conmitte
stated at present. You will also note
h ve added
that the comnittee should cooperate and conmunicat
with the Dean of the Graduate School in terms of th
problems, in terms of the Graduate office and with any
faculty member who might have a problem in res rch.
You will note from the composition of the conmitte,
would hope this would be composed of those person ctiv ly
enga~ed in contract reasearch and so that thi
specific kind of cormnittee would be set up to handl
this specific problem.
The Research Allocations Committee, we recoum nd
a statement very similar to the statement which pres ntly
appears (read), which you will note we follo din h
statement of functions and duties of the propo d
Research Allocations Committee. Tile Policy Co itt
adopted this statement and recommended th t th
two committees replace the present Univer ity
Committee. We discussed the problem with D n P ri h,
who approved of this. We then sent thi , a
did th
Athletic Council statement, to the Presid nt of th
University who also approved of this approach, th r for
I will 11¥)Ve that the faculty ratify thee t
n w
conmittees.
DEAN FINSTON :

Second.

PROFESSO~~INS: Mr. President, I hould i~ to
ask a question -:-.Ctiir~statement. Tile question i thi :
Am I correct ~ assuming that the tatement "Att
shall be given to the selection of faculty
b r
who engage in contract research" that stat
r
tended to imply that all of the
hers il
engaged in contract research?
PROFESSOR SWIHART: It may well happen. It i
ot
essential that this would happen, and we left open th
possibility that for some good reason, ome other P opl
~uld be on the comnittee.
PROFESSOR IVINS : I think there might b a very good
reason why some other person might be. My stat
nt
follows:
In actions like these proposed we see incre i
evidence of the tendency to dissociate in our thin
h
uch different University functions as teaching , re arc
management of various kinds of projects, and provi ~on
of special services while at the same time w as ocia
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these functions most intimately in administration and in
use of personnel. In other w:>rds, we continue to be
aware of the fact that our departments, colleges, and
indeed the whole of our University are organized as
multiple, not single-function units. As such, we
realize that in these units we cannot change emphasis
on a single function without changing emphasis on all
the other functions: '!bus we seem to face increasing
problems under the general heading of total balance
of a complex program and under that heading two of
our greatest problems seem to be coIIlllllnication and coordination.

l

In similar fashion we recognize that our University

..

faculty is not yet, at least, made of discreet groups
of specialists each performing separate tasks even
though they are being asked with increasing frequency
to act as though they were, and all too often without
adequate concern for previous demands that may have
been made of them for performing in exactly the opposite manner. Thus when faculty are assigned at the
present time in greater or less numbers with roore or
less time for performing a specialized service or function in their unit, the assignment of faculty to every
other function is altered in relation to the first specialized service •
lltus because both general policies of management
and support on the one hand and assignment of pers011el

on the other come within the scope of these t~ commit-

tees described in the proposal before us, I wish to
propose the following amendment: In the first statement, with reference to Research and Patent. Conmittees,
in the second sentence, that the sentence be camended
to read : "The Cammi ttee shall conmunicate with the
of the Graduate School and with the academic Deans of ~
Colleges and meet with them fonnally at least once
each semester
" s ·t is in the___~ t and in the
second°>'s~h~tf~~Mr1f~b~enct'tfur statement to
read the COilJ.llit~~e is to ~et with tM- dean of the gradu-ate school and with academic deans of~olleges and meet
With them, etc.

De!1

0

PROFESSOR MAYER-KALKSCHMIDT:
PRESIDENT POPEJOY:
tnent?

Seconded.

Are you ready to vote on the amend-

I
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PROFESSOR SWIHART: I can see no great harm in the
amendment that you propose. I do think, however, that
perhaps some statement should be made from some source
concerning what the proposed function of the graduate
office in this respect might be and I am not sure
that I am the appropriate person to do that, but if
there is someone here appropriately endowed with the
qualifications and tall enough for this job--.
PROFESSOR NORMAN: Mr. President, I would like to
speak against the amendment. In view of the tremendously
overworked duties that these chairmen have to perform
I don't know whether the chairman--I speak from experience-of the Research Allocation Committee, has time for the
running around and communicating with many, many deans
on its problems. I think it is sufficient that the
Dean of the Graduate School be made cognizant. I don't
see what point there is in reallocating the availability
of funds to various others.
PROFESSOR ROSENSWEIG: It sounded like I had to get
up and say something, although I am not quite sure what
it is I should say. Insofar as I know of the past
practice of the duties which now rest with the University
Research Committee are pretty much covered in this by
the duties of thes~ new committees and I think in the
past we have had essentially, the report from the University Research Committee to the entire faculty and which
seems to me this would serve the same function as that,
if there are special, or unusual things that might
come up in the course of these events, that these would
be logically communicated to the faculty through these
committees or through the Graduate School office.
so that I am inclined to agree with Professor Swihart
that there is no great hann here and also with.Professor
Norman, this is one more meeting people are going to
have to attend in the course of a year and I am not
sure it would gain anything.
PROFESSOR CASTLE: I can't see what function these
&nendments would serve. I was on the Patent Policy
Conrnittee a number of years ago and I am now on the
Research Committee and it seems like an additional burden
to add these additional meetings.

..

h PROFESSOR IVINS : Since the purpose of the amendment
as been called into questioh~ I would like to put it
in Plainer language. It is, at the present time, possible

.r .

t
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to make a far-reaching decision with respect to Research
Policy and other policies, really, as I tried to say
in my statement, that definitely impinge on the instruction program. My impression is that these changes can
be taken without any real information being given to the
Academic Dean, who is responsible for a complex program
which involves research and instruction, in his program,
and I don't believe that is correct, and I think
that if some such statement9 if this is not adopted,
then perhaps we ought to make this division of function
and say that our academic deans of colleges are
responsible only for instruction. I don't know ~hether
we are ready for that or not. I would like to hear
from the dean on the subject.
PROFESSOR SWIHART: I have not been advanced in any
way, but I have spoken to a Dean about this problem and
I can more appropriately now adduess myself to the pro~lem which you have. I didn't quite understand it before.
j9
j

In terms of the Contract Research procedure, in
terms of the functioning of the grant, this contract
research committee will not operate to determine to
whom and for whom a grant may be acquired at all.
Now, this has been and is under our present University
Research Services, a problem of the office function
and on the statement of the office and director
wh±ch.theoPolicy Com:nittee has worked with, add in it
the statement that the Graduate Office did work with
the problem as to whether or not this particular involvement would impinge on his other duties, it was our
feeling, and it was accepted by Dean Parish that that
was correct that this would more appropriately be determined in th; Office of the Dean and Academic Channels·
The notion was however and the statements I had,
if it occurred'to the o;an of the Graduate School, that
this problem occurred he would use the phone to talk
to the department chairman, or to the dean, and indeed
a determination of what a faculty member should do in
terms of course load that the duties of the faculty
member will take into account, and to say that these .
conrnittees should communicate and meet involved, 1 think
it is probably not appropriate. If our determination
is--if our feeling is that these heavy research
b~rdens accepted by faculty members should be formulatJ.ve, in the judgment of the department chairmen and
deans concerning (1) whether or not they can ~o it, and
(2), of course in terms of load in tet1DS of kind of
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activity t hat the Research Allocation Committee.
It i s true they subsidize or give a grant for
a particular purpose. I don't think those are the
--are not necessarily the major involvements in a
contract research area and even those with their
publication, as in the report Ralph has handed out
at the door, are available. It is known who has received
what to the academic deans and therefore I am not sure
it is appropriate this additional conferring as opposed
to conferring with faculty and working with the dean's
office, is really necessary.
DEAN CLOUGH: It would appear to me that the first
of these committees, the Contract Research cot11Dittee
is essentially vested with policy of one kind or another,
I don't think you can define it any more than this and
for a college, such as the college of Engineering in
which the research and academic program are so intertwined and interrelated I really think it is highly
desirable that the Dean in particular, at least be
consulted on matters of policy which may be under consideration by this first committee, the Contract Research
Committee, because in the absence of such consultation,
I really can see where perhaps quite frequently and
without intent a change in policy or new policy affecting contract research can have a very serious and
direct impact upon the academic programs and upon the staff
and budget and on several other things that Dean would
have to worry about to make his college run. Insofar as
the second of the committee allocations, I really
don't care about this as far as I am concerned. I
think this is a University faculty function and I really
don't see the need of myself, for example, being
consulted, but I really do see the need of the Contract
Research Committee at least keeping the academic deans
advised of the age~da so that he can become aware,
himself, and can convey how they are being decided .
PRESIDENT POPEJOY: Are you ready to vote on the
amendment? The amendment provides, make~ P:ovision for
both parts of this recommendation, doesn tit?
PROFESSOR IVINS: They were offered tog~ther, as le
I understand. Is that correct, Mr. Swihart· The who
thing is a package?
PROFESSOR SWIHART:

That's right.
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PRESIDENT POPEJOY: And the amendment provides
substitute wording f or both items. All in favor indicate
by saying Aye. Opposed, No. All in favor please advise
the secretary. Motion lost.
PROFESSOR SWIHART: The very fact that Dean Clough
is worried, feels there is a reason for reference
on the first colllllittee, gives me some pause. cOur notion
was on the administrative responsibilities involved that
working with the Graduate Dean communicate, and
certainly from the Graduate Dean's office would not be
uncomnunicative to other administrative officers.
Our notion was, in talking to Dean Parish, that responsibilities of that office and their attempts for communications about these problems on terms of, or University-wise approach, that there was an attempt for greater
coOJnUnication in terms of research problems, not only
with deans but those involved. Our feeling was that
this committee would aid in that, but if you feel some
direct responsibility or some direct activity between
the conmittee itself, as 9pposed from the comnittee
to the Graduate Dean, to the deans of various colleges,
I would listen to one of the other policy comnittees present.
PROFESSOR ZEPPER: I would like to move that
you take the u.- proposed amendment.I and only apply it
.
to the Research and Patent and not affect the Research A ll oc:.~of\,S
Coumittee stressing this would not mean that it would
have to meet several times itself, but a joint meeting .
SEVERAL SECONDS.
PRESIDENT POPEJOY: All in favor of the amendment,
indicate by saying aye, opposed? Carried.
PRESIDENT POPEJOY:
DX>tion as amended?

Are we ready to vote on the

PROFESSOR MAYER-KALKSCHMIDT: Why are there nine
members on one and eleven on the other?

..

PROFESSOR SWIHART : That would go in the great
decisions--! am sure at one time there was some intent
to end up with the same number but I have no problems
With t he way they now operate, havlllg
· n ine on one and
h
the publicity--getting more information around tote
various departments the more members the better, so
1 find no difficulcy in the difference in number·
PROFESSOR:

IVINS:

I do.

I am heartily in

...

.
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favor of the Graduate :Committee, but in connection with
my question concerning the make-up of the Contract

Research Committee, I would like to just ask for the
purpose of the minutes, have it available for the
next Graduate Dean so that he can see that Professor
Swihart indicated it needn't necessarily be made up
with people in contract research and I would supplement
that statement by suggesting that general ideas
I was expressing in the original statement seemed to me
to be pertinent here also. I think sometimes people engaged in contract research.might profit from some of
the suggestions made by faculty members who are not
engaged in contract research.
PRESIDENT POPEJOY: Are we ready to vote on
the original motion, as amended? All in favor? All
opposed? Carried. Item 5, Report of University Research.
PROFESSOR NO~:
I hope you all have the
hand outs. La~year the University Research Comnittee
passed a motion requesting the Chairman of the Committee
to make an annual report of its activities at a regular
faculty meeting. Such a report was made approximately
a year ago, and this report is the second in the sequence.
made to the Committee
Last year, the appropriation
by the administration was $12,000.00. This year it
was $15,800. 'nl.is represents an increase of approximately
32%. However, last year the committee was allotted
an additional $10 340 from which to make allocations;
this sum represenfed a grant from the NSF Institutional
Grant Program. ntis year the &IX>unt from the NSF
grant administered by the committee was $7500. In
essence, then, the total amount of funds administered:
by the committee was $22 3~0 last year, and $23,300
this year, an increase of some 4%. I am m:>st pleased
to report to the faculty that our funds were fully
allocated and somewhat more than overexpended last year,
and we anticipate the same results this year.

t

C

0

2. Table 1 on the handouts you have received
delineates fully the action on 77 different requests
received by the conmittee during the current year. The
~ames and departments of the grantees have been included
in this year's report at the request of the Policy
Committee who felt that this information should be.
made know:i to the faculty at large. I should expla~
0
that I have omitted only the names and departments
those individuals ~o submitted requests to us but "*1od
were denied them; I have done so to spare possible nee.1:ss embarrassment. nie table not only indicates
fie individuals receiving aid, but also the amount
c

s~~ih

..

Annual
Report of
University
Research
Committee
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was requested, the amount which was actually granted by
the committee, and, in the last colunm, a SU1l1D8ry of
the committee action which is explained in the footnote at the bottom of the first page. Generally speaking, grants have been made in the full amount to those
whom allocations were finally given. In a few cases
the comnittee cut the amount requested. '!he tendenc; to
cut is apparent toward the end of the year as the coumittee weighed the amounts requested from it against the
balance available.

3. Page 3 of your handouts sunmarizes the information of Table 1. It will be noted that the actual
dollar amount requested from the conJDittee was in excess
of $31,000, or some $8,000 more than the coI11Dittee had
available to allocate. This represented approximately
34% more than available funds. If the committee rules
were more liberal and the allowance greater, we could
have then alloted some one-third more. I should add
that the amount of $23,272.93 posted in line 2 does not
exactly represent all funds allocated by the coI11Dittee
but only research requests, A few hundred dollars have
been expended for secretarial assistance and supplies.
Line 4 of Table 1 indicates that 56 different faculty
members received some sort of grant-in-aid from the
COillilittee; this represents almost one in five, or some
18% of the 317 eligible faculty members, i.e. those
of the rank of full-time instructor or above. A sunmary
of line 5 on page 3 indicates that the coillllittee granted
about 86% of the requests before it; this is slightly
under the approximately 93% of the requests granted
last year.

4.

Table 2 on the next page presents the cash
distribution of grants by colleges. It also shows whether the source was from the conmittee allowance or
the NSF grant. As in the past year, the great bulk
of grants went to faculty members in the A and S College
which, of course is ntunerically the largest. The
66 actual grants'made by the conmittee is an increase
of some 27% over the 52 grants made last year. Table 3
on the lasto page gives the average amount O f money Per
request. The averages across the board represent an
increase over the last year. Whereas last year, the
all-University average, excluding NSF grants was approximately $226 this year it is $271 in round figures.
~owever, if,we include NSF funds, this year's average
ts considerable higher, slightly over $350.
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I move the adoption of this report and I will
be happy to answer any questions anybody has.
PROFESSOR SWIHART:

Seconded.

MEMBER: No. 36 isn't filled in. Is there any reason
why the amount mentioned, wasn't mentioned?
PROFESSOR NORMAN: Because it was denied. It
was granted wholly later on. The person involved was
ineligible the first semester but became eligible the
next.

MEMBER: On table 2, you mention 8 1/2 grants
on social Sciences. What does half a grant mean?
PROFESSOR NORMAN: I think the fourth request in
table one would have some --Woodhouse and Lynch shared
a grant together so I split it between the College of
Arts and Sciences and the College of Education. Any further questions?
PRESIDENT POPEJOY: Is there a motion and second
to accept the report? All in favor? Opposed? Carried.
Item 6, Resolution by Student Senate concerning
St00king regulations.

Smoking
Regulations

PROFESSOR SWIHART: We received the attached
request from the President of the Student Senate, after
the resolution was passed by the Student Senate, asking
us to change our prior action in respect to examination
and seminars portion. The Policy Committee received it
and recQlJID.ends to you unan:uoously that we do not comply
with the request of the Student Senate but rather accept
the action we took at the last faculty meeting.
PROFESSOR RIEBSOMER:
PRESIDENT POPEJOY:

Second the motion.
You move it be denied?

PROFESSOR SWIHART: I think that ~uld be appropriate·
I DX>ve that we deny the motion.

SEVERAL SECONDS.
DEAN SMITH: After Mr. Salazar here listed as
President of the Student Senate, Mr. Salazar ~ecame
President of the Student Council, consider this same
problem and passed a resolution concurring with the action
of the faculty.
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PRESIDENT POPEJOY: All in favor of the motion
to deny the recommendations of the Student Senate regarding smoking, indicate by saying aye? Opposed? The
ayes have it.
::t

:tI

Last item on the agenda, report of the Library
Comnittee, Professor Cottrell.

Report of
the Library
Committee

PROFESSOR COTTRELL: I believe each of you received
some handouts dealing with the report number 1. We have
a number of other items to consider which will be distributed at the June meeting. I think one of the first
things we need to clarify is the ftmction of the University
Library. Too often it is thought of as a collection of
books, or a collection of holes, and the emphasis of
this statement also brings the staff into the picture.
This is certainly a part of the function of the University
Library.
The staff of the library, using the collection,
works with faculty and students to achieve the objectives
of the entire University. These goals are to provide
opportunities for personal development, for liberal
education, for special and professional education, to
make a contribution to knowledge through research and
to make this known through publications.
lhere was a time in the not too distant past, whn
by executive direction the institution concentrated in
specializations of anthropology, history, Spanish and
American Studies and I should add English and Literature briefly, to' this list. In line with this policy
relatively good holdings in these areas were acquired
and undoubtedly the Library and its st~ff were.ab~e
to fulfill the stated functions of a library within this
policy •

..

..
.•

....
:t

.

However this little undergraduate Liberal Arts
College of the'nineteen thirties and forties has undergone along with the area an almost phenomenal growth, and
as a result of many other factors, some national and
worldwide in scope the earlier stated objectives for
this institution h~ve become inadequate in breadth.
As we are all aware numerous new programs, some totally
undreamed of as rec;nt as fifteen to twenty years ago,
and others which were established at other univer~i- .
ties but . ..2-. h
d amed of as far as the University
f
wul.c were un re
d This instio New Mexico was concerned have been adde •
tution not only by the stated goals of the Administration
but by actual initiation of these new programs no longer
Protrays itself as an undergraduate institution with excellence
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in a few areas, but rather desires to be recognized as

...o

j

j

:L.

one of the important regional Universities with the same
reputation of excellence in both undergraduate and graduate
studies, in science and engineering as well as the
humanities and the social sciences, and in greatly
broadened areas of the latter. Further, we desire to provide an atmosphere for research and personal development
for faculty and students alike.
Page 2, you can read. This deals with the organization of the library committee. Well, we have undertaken to study deficiencies of the University library.
I might emphasize one sentence in the first paragraph,
11
There is, however, one dark cloud on the academic
horizon, the university library . " But as far as the organization of the committee and subconmittee, I will
leave that to your reading because we will call on each
subcommittee chairman to give you some brief report
in areas of study and try to give you the examples of
holdings and facilities of the University Library.
It seemed to be comnon to each of the areas. One of
these is new programs.
It is hard to estimate the cost of library
material which should accompany the addition of a new
program. However because there were almost no acquisitions in certai~ areas at this library in the past,
it would appear that the basic library tools for a new
program could run as high as $10,000, in some cases
higher. An example may well be taken from our recent
M.A. with a major in French. It is doubtful that $10,000
would be adequate to bring the holdings in French up
to a reasonable level. Almost all of the allocations
to the Modern Language Department has gone for Spanish
and Portugese material in the past.
Secondly graduate programs. The addit~on or _
expansion of graduate programs in areas in which w:1d~r
graduate "WOrk already exists necessitates the acquisition of numerous periodicals and monographs which had
earlier been unnecessary and hence with limi7ed ~ds rin
had not been ordered. The recent expansion in enginee g
"' gradua_ge work including initiation of ScD. may be taken
as an example
A special allocation of $4000 per year
has hardly pe~itted any headway in acquiring back vo~umes,
periodicals proceedings of congresses, etc . It simp Y
do esn , t scratch
'
the surface.
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New faculty. nte addition of faculty with specializations other than those traditionally existing at this
University results in considerable hardship. It lYOuld
not be unreasonable to be able to allocate almost the
equivalent of the new members salary to allow basic
library tools to be secured. A specialist in Far
Eastern history recently added. The library holdings
were al.Ioost nil.
The spiraling publication rate. In order to maintain facilities for graduate study and research it
is necessary to purchase many of the new journals and
periodicals as well as the proceedings of congresses,
etc. nte publication rate is spiraling at the phenomenal pace, particularly in the social sciences and
physical science areas. Each year there are many new
periodical publications initiated. Chemistry ~uld bea
typical example. This will be elaborated on later.
.
Inflation. Certainly not of least significance,
is the inflation in materials cost as well as library
staff salary. Staff salaries alone at Zimnennan library
have doubled since 1958-59 ($238,000 in 1964-65,
contrasted
with $125 , 000 in 1958-59). Further, infla.
t ion in material cost wipes out a considerable portion
of the budgetary increase. Using 1947 -48 as an index
of 100.00, the 1963 average index for public libraries
was 182.4. University libraries which purchase many
items much more expensive might find the average index
closer to those for economics (215.9), business (200.6)
dramatic literature (206.5), science (203.2) aIXi
technology (220.0). In 1951-52, the book fund for UNM
was $35,000. In 1963-64 it was $127,000 but compared
to 1951-52, it is hardly e<Jl.livalent to DK>re than
$65,000-$70,000.
We have also studied other universities and these
are tabled under item 6. Arizona 43.00 per student,
Colorado State, 47.30; Colorado, 50.70; Idaho 59.80;
Kansas State, 53.50; Kansas, 87.00; M:>ntana State U. 57.90;
Nevada, 148.00; Oregon 78.50; Utah 60.00; Washington
State, 69.40; Wyoming 53.00 and New Mexico 39.80, and of
course we haven't even tried to pick some of the larger
uniyersities. We picked some which might be some we
don t particularly want to be in the position of looking
up to as great institutions. I didn't put all we checked.
We surveyed the Rocky 1-k:>untain big 8 and some othe:s
close to our size and you will see that the expenditures
Per student--these are not all full time equivalent because
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many of these compute these differently. This ranges
from 148 thousand in Nevada to 39. 80. In all fairness
I should indicate there is one who spends less than we do
and that is the University of Arizona in Tempe. Their
figures, of course they have 17,000 students.
Library Staff. '!he University of New Mexico
has for several years spent a higher percentage of its
libra,;y budget for materials than any other university
aIOOng those studied. '!his has been achieved at the expens
of staff. An increase in staff would be particularly
beneficial to the overall efficiency of the library
operations. '!he addition of bibliographers, for example, would
greatly improve upon situations which have existed b cause
of the absence of staff in certain areas, or ~ich have
developed due to the faculty having sole responsibility
for ordering books. Bibliographers could advise the
faculty to the extent that deficiencies in certain areas
could be avoided, and that collections in new areas
could be developed more systematically.
Let me elaborate on this very briefly. 'The
faculty does the book ordering. If you don't have a faculty
member, books don't get ordered, or if the faculty member
goes on a little vacation--! am using this as an illustration, where some additional professional staff could
be beneficial in billing and maintenance of our operation.
Now I would like at this time to yield the floor
to each of the three subcommittee chairmen. 'Ibey are closer
to the areas. The first would be Professor Zepper who
covers the area on Social Sciences.
PROFESSOR ZEPPER: You have in your hand a rough
report which we want to lend evidence to all recoOE1endations made by the University Library Committee. In
order to do this we examined this category, and rather
than taking fifty years back I would probably never have
finished the job several ar~as ~ich should be included
to set courses i~ the present category, which didn't appear
in older, and you can see the new numbers next to Social
Science, History and Economics. Of course this "°uld
mean standard interest in the University, standard
staff and personnel
In History, you will see that certainly the areas me~tioned in the report by Professor
Tobi
ff rings new courses,
as, certainly there have been° e
'
d d
new perso1U1el and the facilities have not been exten e
to meet these extended programs.
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On top of page 2 I have swmnarized the work in
the Graduate areas. Seven out of the eight moJor areas
in the social sciences offer master's degrees, the exception is Geography, and four out of the eight provide
doctoral level work. Further expansion is indicated
to keep up with the New Mexico Comnission on Statewide
Higher Education Problems statement that the University
of New Mexico should remain for the duration of a
practical time the one institution in the state offering
at all levels of higher education a broad spectrum of
programs and degrees in the humanities, social sciences
and sciences, as well as the technical and professional
areas.

Well, according to the president's report
and all ocher indications the University is going to attempt
to meet the expanded work in the area and keep up
with statewide higher education problems. Reports of
the UNM have indicated that there will be added
masters work and added doctoral programs in social sciences.
As soon as the Geography is added, there will be Masters
work in all eight areas of Social Science and you will
see there are many areas which have more than one, and
the same is true in the doctorate work. We will be
adding three more which would give seven out of eight
for a doctorate level. This would be only the Geography
without. I have received reports of cormnittees, four
reports, one from History, Business Administration,
another from ~lcw and another in the area of His. of Edu.
All reports tend to indicate that the library holdings
are somewhat inadequate for existing needs and they
are falling behind each year and if there is not an
expansion in this area, certainly they will continue
to fall further and further behind • I have incl~ded
one of the reports on History, from Professor Tobias,
which indicates the area to be stressed here, the University
finds that even areas within History in the words of
Prof. Tobias suffer badly in our departments are areas
of continent;! Europe France, Germany, East Europe
and Russia and the Fa~ East. You will see those have
been added the last three years. He took the American
Historical Review and picked the major--these ~e ~~!
those listed but only those deemed by the men int
i
area as absolutely necessary, and this would take approx mately $3 000 of the total allocation of $5250 ! ithey wh. h
'
.
f second edit on,
ic
~- ld
""u then have to shore in areas O
1
are not available
Well these are the kind of examp es
given here and th~y could wipe out allocations o:i
member of that department, readily. Also perio ic~i~al
are quite expensive and one person picking a per o ld
to get back issues and keep up with current one~
~~lars
0
run some several hundred to several thousands

ani
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which would materially wipe out the budget of the
History Department. They are also increasing the staff
continuously and they have made recomnendations in this
area . This is only a sample , that we have received
but the conclusion holds that all wishes and the recommendation of the University of New Mexico Library Committee
included on page 5 are all supported by the evidence
of Social Science.
PROFESSOR DICKEY: As chairman of the subcomnittee
on Humanities and Arts, I will give a report in that
area.

A recent visitor, a guest of our English Department,
described our library this way, "It's a good bad library, "
which about sums things up in the areas I know anything
about. In some of these areas we have fairly detailed
information. Let me begin with English because I know
it best. '!here are many good things about the collecti on,
like the microfilms of all books printed in English
between 1775 and 1640, m:>st of these are not Literature
but other things and are good gifts but they can't be
relied on and every time we give a new seminar we
discover the basic books are not there. lbe collection
for undergraduates is equally spotty.
This is not a subjective impression. We spent
several hundred man-hours investigating strengths and
weaknesses of the library. In 1959 a graduate student
took the annual Bibliographies in the 15th an:i 16th
centuries as printed in Spanish for the fields of
History, Modern Languages and Literatures, Latin authors
and English as a basis for a useful study of our acquisitions between 1939 and 1957 , and discovered, after
spending $435.00 of our U¥)ney, that we had 257. of the
Bibliographies.
Last year honor students working for the English
department took'several hundred check lists to see
what we al;eady had in English language and Literature
sections. Since we already had a survey of rena ssanc:
holdings in English and other fields, we decided to ma e
spot checks Qf the standard bibliographies in areas
wh
akn
s
In the stanere we had begun to suspect we
esse ·
dard bibliography for books from 1660 to lSOO wed
discovered 32%· for 40 33%, 50, 35%, 60, 361., an hsokond .
Th.
o,
'
40 h rs
'lben we c ec e
is study took approximately
ou •
li h
s~andard periodical indices and section~ on!~~ l~sted
L1.terature and Philology., not that all Journ
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are absolutely essential but we discovered that the
story with periodicals is about the same as it was with
periods, namely, out of 880 periodicals we had partial
holdings of 284; complete holdings of 90 and this was
all very sad to me, and so it goes. We used the Renault
library standard. lhe Library Conmittee,
which is too complicated to sunmarized but of American
Language and Literature, there are 3250. We hold 741.
Of all other categories, 3508 in which we hold 1546. 'nl.is
study took 86 woman hours.

(

These figures may not be absolutely accurate
because these were honor students, seniors that were
learning how to use the library at the same time, but
they are pretty good indications. The Department of
t-bdern Classical Language, Professor Davison reports
they had $5,000 for six languages, or $825.00 per language
and he doesn't have the kind of figures we had in English
but he has interesting comparisons with other departments. "Our present departmental allotment is $7,500.
In addition we are {this is the University of Oregon)
adding $3,000.00 annually for back purchases, reprints,
etc •• This is now $7500.00. Also we are spending
~pproximately #,000.00 for subsfription to limited
Journals ••• " okay. This is Arezona' Romance languases
$6,000 .00 plus $22,500 plus $10,000 equal in Spanish.
I omit Tempe, it is worse. 1bis is from Colorado
University of Colorado in Spanish they spent $3202
and in Italian $3202 f;r a total of $6404. This doesn't
include German and the other languages. Indiana isn't
too Surprising, they spent in Spanish and Portugese
$6,000 . This doesn't include periodicals or other special
items. I think you get the picture.
Fine Arts made a survey last year when they planned
their Fine Arts Library they went to a standard list
in history of painting.' Out of 221 items on the standard
list, they had 68 sculptural. Architects, out of 300 possible we had 56. And it just goes on and on . . A great series
of artists for whom there is not even --no title whatsoever, just impossible.
for music--when it came to move the sco~es
over it was discovered that up on the 9th floor ~~r~
were a lot of costs that is items in catalogs
ic
do not exist 38ic :ind these'have slowly been lifted over
the years. Thes;'are extremely expensive, like all our
books. After science, the fine arts books are mos~ e series
expensive and music. There is a number of expensiv
As
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'
and reprints which are put out in small editions which
if one doesn't buy one doesn't get the chance again
'
and this goes on and on and on. Things like Dick Mann
etc. lbese are $1800 a set and the music department - are absolutely essential. The major periodicals like
the Burlington Magazine, etc. etc. TI"tat is the report
of the Connnittee on Fine Arts.
PROFESSOR MAYER-KALKSCHMIDT: Science and Techn~
logy. Our subconnnittee considered the following
Departments: Biology, Chemistry, Chemical Engineering ,
Civil Engineering, Electrical Engineering, Geology,
Mathematics, Mechanical Engineering, Physics, and one
of our members sat in the coumittee meeting, and said
"whom are we trying to snow? Everybody in the faculty
knows about this." In any case we still decided to go
ahead with this because I really feel there is a complacency because they don't have the money. I am trying to
point out, especially in the case of one specific department, that if we do not increase the amount alloted to
each department, that the research will be curtailed,
will be hampered very badly, perhaps curtailed. In
a year, two, five years from now we will certainly
not be able to keep up with the increases. My opinion
that in science, 20% is about the increase we can count
on every year. In increasing the activities in various
departments, it may be an indication that just as far
as journals are concerned in Chemistry, in one year, a
thousand new titles in journals were added. 'lbe same
is true of Biology
Now if you consider the same number
.
'
' sub scr1p.
P:r year, if you just think
that one year!
t1.0n to a journal is $25.00, now just multiply that ,
out and Chemistry does get $4,500 per.year. 'Ibey cant
even buy a quarter of the journals which come out new, ut
I will come back to that later in a moment.
The reason why this is here, the time to do
something, or forget about the library completely, I
have pointed out now these reasons are coD1DOn, 1 think
to all departments we study. One is the completely
new outlet for res~arch and that is,at least in the
sciences, the treatises. It is not a text book •. rt is
not a journal. It is a book on new Tesearch and it
has not been published in any periodical or journal·
ni
fr example later
ese treatises I mention now now, 0
' 11
they are research material. They have very sma
editions. lhey run in the order ~f $30.0? :e~!~~al
and the next thing is the proceedings of m

1
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congresses. Going on, you go in any one of the fields
which we have agreed in our subcoII1Dittee, in any one
of those, we have at least 20 to 30 proceedings going
on, congresses going on, the proceedings of any one
wuld cost between 300 and 400 dollars, which can't
be bought with the money we have at present, as I will
show later on.
Now, I have the feeling, as I said before,
that 20% is the increase in activity in any one of the
fields, and any other of the technological fields, in
the Masters, PhD's, etc., and I will assume--the numbers
are so startling. In 1950, Chemistry received $1600.00.
Now assume a 20% increase during the years, you would
end up with they ought to get $24,000. Tilis is assuming
there has been an increase, but in effect they do get
$4,500.00. For other fields, for instance Biology,
for 1950, they had $2,300, and they ought to have,
according to this $38,000, and so on and so forth.
Engineering, $1,300, they should have $20,000, and they
have $5,000. Physics $1,300, should have $20,000 and
they do get $3,000.
All I am saying is that there is a tremendous
backlog in journals and books, old books and new books
which have to be bought.
One last thing common to all sciences, that of a
new subject which were not heard of before five or
ten years ago, such as bio-engineering, material sciences,
rheology, information theory, hetero-cyclic chemistry.
These fields were not even thought of recently, let alon
f~ve or ten years ago. Tilen today, in any one ~£ those
fields more research is being done than was being done
in Ch~istry fifteen years ago. In these departments
Chemistry or Biology, they do not split in vari~us
departments. If they could split like Engineering,
Education split in colleges then perhaps they would
get more money but they do~, t. Now, I wanted to give
you lots of ex~les but we know we would get on to
tyPical cases and ev;ry department was a typical case.
In every department we can make claims that we have to
have so much money
Its really very sad that the
library could be~ such state that nothing but strong
and decisive measures could be--could keep it running.
In Chemistry handbooks which are compiled every ~ear
to
8
set standards and to compile data on new compoun
,
ne
h b t for the teachers
cessary not only for researc
u
(In
ic
list. These are Chem. Zentralblatt, Gmehlin Oro~~
g~em), Sadtler (Infrared Spectra), Be)ilst!i~ ~f ~hese
em) NMR (Nuclear Magnetic Resonance·
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C

have to be bought. '!hey hope that could be done. Tilis
adds up already to $17SO. This comes out like that
every year. Now treatises in Chemistry, they have more
than 200 or 300 every year. Suppose we only buy 300
of them. According to the average cost another $3,000.
That adds up to $4750 out of $4500. No text books.
o
proceedings of congresses, nothing. If they were just
to buy the necessary hand books and a few of the treatises, the money is completely gone. So I have some
figures here but people are leaving and it is getting to
be boring because you all know how bad it is, but we
felt somebody should see the urgency, that we have to
stand on our hind feet, whether it is at the Legislature
or President Johnson. In our Civil Engineering
Department they are in terrible shape. I'm not lying .
Fifteen pages of journals which they ought to have
and cannot subscribe to. Mathematics, same problem,
and in all Sciences, in five years some of the departments, and I feel Chemistry, just can fold up as far as
research is concerned. They will not have the necessary
material, the absolutely minimum material for doing
research.
This will reflect in our teaching and University
and I don 1 t think we can call ourselves any way a
great University if we don't do something about it,
PROFESSOR COTIRELL:
present:

We have a resolution to

Whereas, the tremendous monetary pressures upon
the administration are recognized and whereas.the g~neral
faculty is appreciative of all that the a~inistration
has accomplished with regard to strengthening the faculties of the various departments and colleges and in the
extensive physical plant expansion which has been
necessitated by the rapid growth of this inStit~tion;
and whereas it must be acknowledged that the university
library lags when compared to these other aspects and
is inadequate in both materials and staff to.support
the faculty and students in achieving the obJectives
of the university; hereby, be it resolved by the general
faculty of the University of New Mexico that in order
to provide a foundation for achieving the goals for
~ich a university strives, and because of the ~~~ency
1.n providing these tools necessary to students
us
faculty alike that the administration be urged to
t
every means at its disposal to increase th~ li~ra~0suppor •
It is recommended that the goals be as fol ows.
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per student (head count) for 1964-65, $55 per student
for 1965-66, $60 per student for 1966-67. Further,
because of the tremendous backlog of deficiencies in
the holdings of periodicals, congresses and various
.
' areas of
important
monographs, particularly in the
relatively new programs, it is urged that an additional
"one-shot" allocation of at least $250,000 be sought.
I move the adoption of this resolution.
PROFESSOR MAYER-KALKSCHMIDT :
PRESIDENT POPEJOY:
discussion.

Seconded.

You heard the IOOtion and

DEAN SMITH: Could the first sentence11 read
pressures are", rather than ''pressures is.

II

1

PRESIDENT POPEJOY: I realize that the chairman
of a meeting shouldn't speak to a motion. I should
say this matter of urgency in the library is fairly
well-known to us and I am sure the information you
have given us today will be of assistance to us. It
not only involves the matter of presenting our case to
the Legislature for budget information so that they
can make appropriate appropriation but we also
contend with a formula which has been established rather
intensely and within dimensions by the Board of Education and Finance which generally allocates 65% of t he
money available to instruction, 5% of the IOOney for
libraries which includes staff and books, 15% for administration and 15% for maintenance of buildings and
grounds and this formula has been taken from the
North Central Association Study which indicates that
institutions about within our range of budget, regardless
of size. We have asked the Legislature to give us this
one-shot appropriation of $150,000.00, and each time
we have been politely turned down on that request.
Somehow Legislatures and others feel you can find money
for books, the large portion. We have also been confronted with the problem as you may have read in the
press, which indicates that the Legislature, takes
credit for some help we are getting from other sources
besides state appropriation. In other ~rds, i~ a corporation gives us $100 000 to up grade the quality of
the instructional prog;am we can use that this ye~r
.
for that purpose and next'year they take into consideration
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that that will be a repetitive gift and therefore the
appropriation will be reduced that amount. We made a
hard fight last time and I believe we won sort of a victory. The question, based on the motion that when a
gift upgrading was given, it shall not be considered the
subsequent years.
If you can get over this hump with the Legislature, this will make some sort of funds available for
extraordinary conditions. It is useless for me to say
that you should make a case with it at the University
level because of the limitation placed upon them.
When I say this, the academic vice-president is responsible for 70% of the budget, 65% for instruction and 5%
for libraries. He listens to proposals.
I somewhat regret that this report wasn't handed
in before and studied in my allowances, and whatever
x numbers of dollars we have available for next fiscal

year, and these are ascertainable, then whether
this is after consultation with the deans, department
heads and the like he tries to find out how much to
allocate to each college. Each college dean works
on the matter for each department, but he also
determines 5% goes to the library, then the library, I
suppose this committee makes the budget. This committee
for the library account, and that is the system we use.
I should say that this points clearly the need;
that the administration receives this recommendation
on a friendly basis and I want to assure you we will
continue to do what we have done and even more so that.
the library budget will be strengthened, part~cularly lil
book holdings which I know the institution tried to
do, a graduate program, particularly at that level.
.
I regret that we had no one t~ take the chairmanship while I made the statement and JUSt assume one
did. There is a call for the question. All in favor say
aye. Opposed? Carried.
DEAN SMITH: I would like to put--You have an. u
amendment h .
t d
·th amendments to the const1.t t.
' aving o o Wl.
t
the
f~on of the Associate Students. There.are wofreedom of
ll:'st one says every student has the right t~ timidation
expression in the classroom without fear of in ks b th
or repercussions due to disclosure of his remar
Y e
P~ofessor, so long as the student's :emarks are pertlllent to the subject matter being discussed.

Amendment to
Constitution
of As s ociated
Students
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Second,
The jurisdiction of the Student Standards Committee shall be limited exclusively to on-campus
violations of either University, Municipal, or state
laws. The Committee shall not have the power to review
any violation which occurs explicitly outside the geographical boundaries of the University of New Mexico
campus.
I have been given both texts and of the relative
paragraph the faculty recently adopted. It is my
judgment that the two are in conflict in the sense that
the proposed amendment is more respective of the conmittee
than the policy statement adopted by the conmittee in
two respects.
I therefore move that the first proposed amendment
be approved by the faculty and the second not approved.
PROFESSOR SWIHART:

Seconded

PRESIDENT POPEJOY: There is a motion to approve
and disapprove, and seconded, all in favor indicate
by saying aye. Opposed? carried.
Meeting adjourned at 6:00 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,

John N. Durrie,
Secretary of the Faculty.

hater of Bducatlon in Science: Pl'opoaed atat ent to t
General Paculty. This ata teunt baa ~en approved b
n
Travelatead wl tb the concurrence of Pl'ot aor I•ins, Di ctor
of the Aoad. .1c Year Jnatitute.

"n. llaat•r of ldacation in Science degree prog
,
bei~ ottered as 3.D oxperiaental sctrvice I lmll bo continued 1n 1 ta pre11ent ion for aa lune aa, ~n• n tio l
Science l'oundation grants ita present level of f1nanc1
support to tbe Acad. .10 Year Inati tut• Prog
th
UD1Yera1t)'.

Jt-......t,lt. tfw.

~,.. ~ ~ t ; ; '

la the meanttae, the Graduate Oo lttee will
PPY t o
'8C:Ourap, in any practical way tbat interest partl
•1- auggeat, the eatabllsbaent of a five-year P
leading to a master'• degree that not only would
the reaaonable needs of 1Dd1vidua_la te chlng or OX11)8C
to teach in paeral aoience areaa of t
public ,ae111UU
curricula, but also would aatl,af7 tu
neral Grad
lohool requlrementa for aaaters ' · JoaN<.Js •"
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

~ : The University Faculty
From :

Dale Swihart, Chairman - Policy Comrni ttee

Re : Proposed Statement of Functions and Duties of the
Athletic Council
At t~e Policy Committee meeting on Wednesday, April 15 , the Pol icy
Committee voted to send the proposed Statement of Functi ons and
~ t ies of the Athletic Council, as follows, to the University
Faculty. This statement has been approved by President Popej oy.

Proposed Functions and Duties of the Athletic Council
The chief duties and functions of the Athletic Council ar e t o
fo rmulate and maintain general policies pertaining to inte rcol legiate
athletics .

1.

2· In formulating policy the Athletic Council of the Uni versity of
New Mexico shall :
a. Maintain a position in favor of a higher scholastic
standard for intercollegiate athletes .
b. Maintain the concept of the intercollegiate athlete as an
amateur competitor, a bona fide student pursuing a degree
program.
3• The duties of the Athletic council are further specifically

defined:

f

a. To transmit to the Faculty a report of gratuitous ~wa rds a~d
of employment given to athletes {based on infor~ation compi led
by the Student Affairs Division), on the athletic budge t, and
on other matters worthy of attention. This report shall be
made at the November meeting of the faculty to cover . the pre- ~
ceding fiscal year and shall include the number(ai:id . if r~q~est
7d by the faculty, the names)of ath~etes who participate di~
intercollegiate athletics while having a grade average un e
two point.
b , ~o certify eligibility of all athletes who participate in
intercollegiate competition.
c T
dm · · t rs the grant-in-ai d
.
· 1 aid t o an
• o advise the Dean of Men (who a inis e
Program for athletes) in such cases where fina~ci~·c
or
1
athlete should be discontinued because of scho as
disciplinary difficulties.
d. To approve all schedules and advise on all athletic budgets .
e. T

f
letter and other nonapprove all recommendations ~r
thletic competi t ion.
pecuniary awards for intercollegiate a
Athletics
f. To advise wi'th the ~~-inistration whend or
a Director
of
dismissed.
or an athletic coach is to be emp1 oye
0

.t"\A,,U"
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

To: The University Faculty
From:

Dale Swihart, Chairman - Policy Committee

~ : Proposed New Committees to Replace the University Research
committee
~t the April 22 meeting of the Policy Committee, the Committee voted
to send to the Faculty a proposal that the functions of the University Research Comrni ttee be assigned to two new committees. This
proposal was approved by President Popejoy. The Proposed Statements
of Functions and Duties of the two new committees follow:

~ tcdf:{l 11~~~

Contract Research and Patent Committee

1d-t. ~C1e.q_

../

The Contract Research and Paten-t-- ommittee reports to the General
Faculty in matters of re sea~ under grants, contract research, and
pa~ent J?Olicy affectin~d·d'ectly or indirectly the . Facultf and the
University as a whole.
he committe~ L.B°!!all communicate with the De an
of the Graduate School and meet with ~
formally: at least once each
semester to discuss cur ent problems and to exchange information
con~erning contract research. Faculty members and adm~nistr~tive
off~cers may turn to the committee at any time for a discussion of
poli~y questions. In matters concerning patents five members of the
Comnu.ttee desi~nated · by the Policy Committee shall serve . as the
Patent Committee called for in the University Patent Policy·
(Eleven members including Chairman, nominated by the
Policy Comrnitte~. Attention shall be given to the
selection of faculty members who engage in contract research. )
~search Allocations Comrni ttee
·
The Rese
h
and allocates the Unive r . R arc A1 locations committee supervises · t w; th the Dean of
s1ty
t
esearch Fund. The committee shall communica e ~
he Graduate School and meet with him formally at least once each
~emester to discuss the availability and allocation of funds~ T~~
/mmittee receives requests from faculty members for grants-in-ai '
etermines faculty eligibility for grants from the Fund and the
h
~~~nt of such grants, and appraises the merits ~f proposed researc
Jects as well as the productivity of the applicants.
(Nine members including chairman, nominated by t~!
Policy Committee; of these nine, at.leas~ one sh~
be selected from each of the following six area~.
d
1..hysical sciences--chemistry, geology, mat~ematicsb~onlogy
st t · ·
1 · fe sciences-- •
'
a.i~tics, physics and astronomy; i . social sciences-medicine, nursing, pharmacr, .psych~logy,conomics, geography,
anthropology, business admini~trati~n, eineering--chemical ,
9~v7rnment, history, law, soc 7ology,de~ition--art, elementary ,
civil, electrical, and mec~anical; e.u
h sical secondary,
home economics library science, music, .Py
nd'humani' ties-an d educational' and administrative
·
5 ervices· a
. h j~urnalism modern
architecture, art, dramatic ~rt, E~g 1 is h speech.)'
and classical languages, music, philosop y,
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Table 1--Grants Made

UTTEE

(1963-64}
Amount

Req.

No.
l.

2.
3.
4.

Department

Name
Freedman
Smith

English
History

Woodhot1se

Sociology

Woodhouse

&

Lynch

5.
6.
7.
8.
9,
10.

Sociology &
Education

Requested

$250.00
750.00
300.00

470.00

Amount Committ e
Granted Ac!,ion•
$250.00
GW
750.00
300.00

GW
GW

470.00

GW
Ref.
GW

825.00

Bock
Duke
Bill
Russell
'l'edlock

Physics
English
Anthropology
Pharmacy
English
History
Bnglish

Vernon

Law

Findley

Biology

Clark

Law
English

Skabelund
stamm

ll.
12.
13.
14.

15.
16.

Baughman
Kahn

17 •

18.
19.
20.
21.
22,

-Zippel

-Findle1r
Ivins
Cooper
Cruft

23 •
24 •
2s.
26 •

Masley

27.
~8•
9•

--

Pearce
Rothenberg

30.

--·

31.

Dittmer

32.

"'"" ,

33.

Hibben
Castetter

&.ICI.Vl.son

34•

M

35.
6.
3

__ayer-Kalk~cbmidt
~

Chemistry
--

Psychology
Biology
Education
Education
Geology
Education

400 .00
299.79
80.00
579.00
100 .00
25.00

100 .oo
75 .00
100. oo
75 .00
30.00
388 .oo

599.33
385 .04
520.00
650.00
520.00
210.00
270 .oo
90.00

300.00

-English
History

600 .00

Biology

1,200.00
60. 00

Mod. Lang.

so.oo
400.00
300.00

Anthropology

400.00
299.79
80.00
579.00
100.00
25.00
100.00
75.00
100.00

75.00
30.00
388.00

G

GW
GW
GW
GW
GW
GW
GW
GW
GW
GW
D
D

520.00

GW-NS

520.00
210.00
270.00

G -NSF

D

90.00
300.00

GW
GW
GW
GW
D

50.00
400.00

1,200.00
60 • 00

GW
G
D

GW-NSF
G

75.00

75.00

Biology

1,650.00

Mathematics

__

1,000.00
300.00

GW

1 775 00

GW-NSF

37.

--

300.00

GW
GP-NSF

D(G

1 tr)

Riedesel
Biology
l, 775.00
,
•
38.
Elston
300.00
300.00
GW
39
Geology
~
~lN~a~s!lhL_ _ _ _ _~&J~~:.__-----l!:Jl~O!.!•~O:t,0_ _-:l::l0~.~0~0:...--....:G~W:.:..---t GWHistory
G
Granted Wholly
~~ndation Institutional Gr nt Prog.
P
Granted in Part
Science
, ; v....
~SF Granted from National

a

Denied

ef • Refer1·ed el aewhere
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2.
Req.

Amount
Reguested

Grant d A

1,000.00
700.00
616.90
907.00

1,000.00
700.00
616.90
907.00

42.
43.

Name
Thorn
Castle
Udis
Caton

Deeartment
Elec. Eng.
Chemistry
Economics
Chemi try

44.
45.

Hill

English
English
Biology
Geology
Government
Hi ory
Education
Mod. Lang.

180.90

Education
History
Economics
Biology
History
History
Paychology

200.00
150.00
600.00
1,000.00
379.70
450.00

Ho.

40.
41.

46.
47.

48.
49.
50.

51.
52.

53.
54.
55.
56.

57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.

Dickey
Martin
Kelley
Judah
Ikl'
Cooper
Book, Co
Keppers
Rothenberg
Hufbauer
Schoenholtz
Tobias
Russell, J.
Ellis
Bunting
Degenhardt
Pearce

c.

Art

Biology
English

640

65.
66.
67.
68.
69.

10.
71.
72.

73.
74.
75.
76.

77.

Davison
Johnson
Eubank
Hibben

Dean
Fessenden
Vernon
Clark

Morais

--

West
Ellis
Karni

D

175.00

Mod. Lang.
Biology
Speech
Anthropology
Physics
Mod. Lang.
Law
Law
Art

--

Chemistry
Anthropology
Elec. Engr.

31.45
31.20
100.00
100.00
500.00
485.00
23.40

180.90
31.45
31.20
100.00
100.00
500.00
335.00
23.40

soo.oo

293.95
600.00
385.00
50.00
100.00
494.60
860.00
184. 74
418.60
1,607.35
100.00
50.00
100.00
413.00
1,102.00

0sa.oo

150.00

so.oo

GW
GW
G
G
G

GW
GP
G

D

160.00
150.00
500.00
500.00
300.00
200.00
114.00
410.00
310.00
50.00

GP
G
G
GP
G

GP
GP

GP
GP
G

D
69.60
710.00
169.74

GP
GP
GP

418.60

1,607.35
100.00

so.oo

100.00
413.00
D

813.00
150.00
50.00

GP- s
G

G
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SUMMARY O
1, Amount request d from the

2, Amount allocat d by the C

'l'AB

c

l

ittee • • • • • • • $31,188.95
ittee (Incl. NSF) • •

3. Excess of amount requested over
amo t alloc t d • • • • •

. . . . . . . . .

4. Number of different faculty members supported by
Conuuittee funds directly, or by NSF funds
dministered by the committee. • • • • . •

23,272.93
7,916.02 (34.01%

56

S. Results of action on requests
a.

Requests granted • • • • • • • • • • • • • ·

(1)

Requests granted wholly or in part and
allocated from funds administered
• • •
directly by the committee.

..

(2)

66 (85. 71%)

.

58

•

8

Requests granted wholly or in part and

allocated from the NS Institutional
• • • .
• •
grant program. • •

.
.
....• •

• • • • •

b.

Requ

c.

Requ at referred el ewhere. • • •

ts denied

• •

.

.

• • •

.
.

10 (12 .99")

-

l (1.30%)

77 (100.00%)
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'l'ABLB 2

MONBTARY DISTRIBUTIOB OP GRABTS BY COLLBGBS,
COMMIT'l'BB (URC) ARD BAT:IONAL SCI CB
POUNDA'l'IOII (RSI') JUIIDS
'l'otal Amount
No. of Grants
URC
SI'
~
!!!
$12,482.93
$6,528.00
, College of Art• & Sciences • • • 441i

7

110.
1. Humanities

Grants Amount
22

s1i

2. Social Sciences

3. Natural Sciences 21

$4,149.88
2 . 475.50

12,385.55*
1,510.00

B, Co14ege of EdUcat ion
l

so.oo

1,000.00

C. College of Engineering

1

D. College of Pine Arts

2

823.00

1• School of Law

4

300.00

l

579.00 -----------

• College of Pharmacy

'l'otals

58

8

$15,744.93 $7,528.00

*includes 14 URC Grants for a total of $5,857.55, and 7 NS
1 total of $6,528.00.

Grants for

TABLE 3
AVBRAGB AM
OF MObTBY PER REQUBST ,
COMMiftBB (URC) AND NATIONAL SCIDCB
l"OtJJ!IDATXOB ( SP) P'UNDS

A. Colleg

B.

of Arta and Sciences • • • • • • • • • • • • • • $369.14*

. .

$188.63

. ..
• . .

291.24

1.

Humanities • • • •

2.

Social Sciences

3.

Natural Sci nces

College of Education.

c. Colleg of Engineering

. .

589.79':t

. . . . . . . . .

....... .

. .

. .

. . .

. .

.

• • $274.54

. . .

P.

. . . . . . • • • • . . . .
School of L w . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . .
College of Pharmacy (1 grant) • • • • • • • • •

G.

All-University Average (66 grants)

D.
B.

College of Pine Arts. • •

-*These averag a
the all A

&

include RS

funds.

.. .

$525.00

• $411.50
• $ 75 .oo

• $579.00

$352.62
• • • • • • • • •

If only URC funds are considered,

s College mean is $280.521 the Natural Sciences mean is

$418 .40.

**The All-University Average, excluding NSP grants, is $271.46.

*
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TO: Prof. Dale Swihart, Chairman of Faculty Policy Committee
FROM:

John Salazar, President of Student Senate
Bill #45

1963-64 Session
Student Senate
Referred to
XXXX

--------------

University of New Mexico
Senate Action PASSED
S.B. Pres. Action

----

1st Reading 4/23/64
2nd Reading_ _ _~ - 3rd Reading__~ - - - - -

Introduced by Senator Richard Hess
A RESOLUTION
it resolved by the Student Senate of the University of New Mexic o
that:

Be

The Student Senate requests the faculty to permit smoking
during examinations and seminars at the discretion of the
instructor in charge.
A university should be a training ground for free thought
among students, and any regulation which limits the expression
of free will among these students, except where the welfare
of non-participating parties is involved, should be avoided
whenever possible.
No college student is forced to smoke, neither should he be
forced not to smoke. The facts concerning the harmful effects
of smoking have been greatly advertised of late, so that now
each student should be allowed to exercise mature thought
to reach his own decision.
Smoking is a source of pleasure for many people and it often
helps them concentrate by relaxing. No student who has
;earned to compensate for nervousness aroused by an examination
in this manner should be placed under such duress that.would
put him at a disadvantage to the rest of the class during the
examination.

I
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Report of sub-cOlllllittee Chaimian1

Prof. Zepper, Social Sciences
Prof. Dickey, Bumaaitiea and Arts
Prof. Mayer-Kalkachmidt, Science and Technology
Resolution
ereae, the tremendous monetary preaaures upon the ac1ministrat1on
~ereae the general faculty is appreciative of all
that the adm1niatration has acccmplisbed with regard to strengthening
the faculties of the various department• and college and in the
extensive phyaical plant expansion which bas been necessitated by
th rap£d growth of this institution, and whereas it IIUSt be
acknowledged tbat the university library la9a when compared to these
other aspect.a and ia inadequate in both
terial• and staff to
support the f c:ulty and students in achieving the objective• of
the univeraity, bere!)y, be it r . .olved by th• general faculty of the
university of sew Naxico that in order to provide a foundation for
aczhieving the goal• for which a university strives, and bee use of the
urgency in providfng tbeae tools necessary to atuc:lenta and faculty
alike, tbat the administration be urged to use evezy mean• at its
clt.epoaal to increase the lil>rary support. It ie recoaaended that the
9oala be u followaa $50 per student (head count) for 1964-65, $55
per student for 1965-66, $60 per student for 1966-67. Further,
because of the trwndoua backlog of deficiencies in the holding•
of periCklicalap congreaaee, and various important aonograpba,
particularly in tbe areas of relatively new pr09r81118, it 1• urged that
an a4ditJ.onal "one-allot" allocation of at least f250g000 be aought.

Ii" recognized and

University Library Committee
Social Sciences Sub-committee Report
May 19, 1964
With an explosion of knowledge predicted for the social sciences
in the later half of this century, the library holdings in these
areas are of vital concern to all disciplines of the University.
Not only must the social science holdings at UNM be strengthened in
older works and be expanded to meet the current publications, but
an ever increasing budget must be set up to deal with the future
increases in expanding publication rate.
Great growth has occurred in the social sciences at UNM over
the past 15 years.
New courses, expanded programs, and new programs
have been added to the existing area of excellence in Anthropology.
Each addition has attempted to establish high quality of instruction and research which has placed heavy demands upon existing
library holdings.
The following courses are examples of additional course offeri ng
which have developed over the last three years:
Sociology

361 Social Implications of Technological Change
471 Contemporary Sociological Theory
490 Directed Study

Psychology

422 Programmed Learning
511 Advanced Developmental Psychology

History

Economics

251-252
303
310
338
341
342
354
356
357
374
378
554
355
440
442
485
490
505
515
560

Eastern Civilizations
History of World Communism
Problems of Communism and the USSR
European Diplomatic History
France
Germany
The Far East in the Contemporary World
History of the Near East
Africa
The Trans-Mississippi West
constitutional History of the U.S.
Seminar in Far Eastern History
National Defense
Regional Analysis
Natural Resources
Philosophical Foundations of Economic
Economic Problems
Macro-economic Theory
Theory of Money and Banking
Theory of Public Finance

Theo r y

-2Seven out of the eight major areas in the social sciences
offer master's degrees (the exception is Geography) and four out of
the eight provide doctoral level work. Further expansion is indicated to keep up with the New Mexico Commission dn Statewide Higher
Education Problems statement that UNM "should remain for the
duration of a practical time the one institution in the state
offering at all levels of higher education a broad spectrum of
programs and degrees in the humanities, social sciences, and scienc s ,
as well as the technical and professional areas. The major academic objectives of this institution must increasingly devolve
upon the upper division completion of four and five year bachelor's
degrees, post-baccalaureate work, master's degrees, post-master's
work and doctoral degrees."
By 1970 the University plans the following expansion in the
social sciences degree programs:
Master's Level
Far Eastern History
Applied Anthropology
Clinical Psychology
Early Childhood Education
Geography

Doctoral Level
Far Eastern History
Applied Anthropology
Clinical Psychology
Business Administration
Economics
Government

It is evident that there has been and will continue to b
expansion in the social sciences at UNM. The basis for quality
growth for instruction and research on an advanced undergraduate
and graduate level is a well stocked library in the areas in ques~ion. Four reports of the current situation in the library holdings
in the social sicences (History, Business Administration, Psychology, and History of Education) were completed at the time of this
meeting.
Each report indicated that the library holdings were
already inadequate for existing needs and falling further behind
each year.
The report from history is reproduced as an example of
the current situation in the social sciences.

·. .:. '

.•

.
.....

COPY
.N.1.ay 14, 1964

:,

TO:

Professor Zepper

FROJv.1.:

Professor Tobias, History Department

SUBJECT:

Library Inadequacies

1.

Existing Conditions
The present level of expenditures in our departmen.t is inad qua
It does not provide for the creation of high grade und rgradu
work,
much less adequate graduate programs. The heavy incr as s in
student enrollment on all levels heighten the urg ncy of h probl m,
but even without this circumstance our buying of books i f Hing b hind

. ·,

the needs of good higher education.
The addition of new fields of study in which graduat off rin
r
expected and which are necessary for a universi y du a ion in
today's world has created large areas of sub-stand rd holdin •
Students on the graduate level are being turn d away b c u
of th1
COl1dition. Among the fields suffering badly in our d p rtm n
areas of continental Europe: France, Germany, Ea Europ
nd

... ., .

Russia and the Far East.
2.

·t

Analysis of Existing Finances and Needs

.....

.:.' .

The categories of expenditures may be divided into thr
a.

p rs:

Acquisition of new books; b. Acquisition of s cond-hand or ol

r

works; c. Periodicals.
,•,

. t

a. The cost of new books adequate to the demands of ad partm n
that is keeping up with new mate rials can be judged on th ba 1 of
a comparison between the total budget r c ived for th ye r nd book
reviewed in the major historical journal, The Am ric n Hi orical
Review. Our total departmental budget was $52.50. Book
ed
for a year in the journal cost about $3000. Und r h e circum
nc
approximately 60% of our purchases would have to o toward n
acquisitions. If we did not buy these books, and on 1d ration h
already been given to the fact that some of the volum
mi h b
particularly obscure, in little-known languages, etc., then
o uld
be falling behind on current literature. Such is ind d th
b. The cost of second-hand books to fill in gaps i
that of new books. In newer fi ld the probl m is mor
in well-established ones. On the basi of xp nditur
hi
member of the department would have had about 200 for
if he had purchased his shar of new volum
{on th b sis o! t n
members this year). Given the price of used work (oft n ZO o

n
h

0

-2-

dollars) the insufficiency of the sums can be readily seen. If more
were spent for the used books, then new purchases would suffer.
At best, only a few volumes can be purchased every year. In new
areas this is particularly disheartening.
c. Outside of initiating the purchase of new periodicals, the present
budget does not allow the acquisition of runs of periodicals. This is
a very expensive and vital area of purchase. Graduate study is
heavily dependent upon it. Individual items run from several hundred
to several thousands of dollars. One such purchase (a moderately
priced one at that) could take up the entire budget of a faculty member
for a year. Obviously, the present level of expenditures makes such
purchases virtually impossible.
3.

The situation could be materially improved if the following lines of
expenditure were feasible:
a. New books. To keep up with current literature, we need the books
reviewed in the AHR. The estimate of $3000 for the department would
enable this to be done. At the present time we are not keeping up, w e
are continually falling further behind.
b. If the present sum which each department member averages could
be raised to $600 per year, this could allow the filling in ( still
modest) of older works and perhaps even very short runs of periodi cal
Perhaps some additional sums could be granted in fields which are
especially deficient.
c. Periodicals. The sums needed here could perhaps be administerec
by the library itself. One hesitates to quote figures here because of
their size. As an example, it is enough to keep in mind that one maj o r
acquisition per faculty member per year would double our entire
budget for new and second hand books. The only principle which appli{
here, if a large sum of money does become available, is to assess
needs on the basis of specific items. Perhaps percentages of distribution could rest on the basis of existing budgets.

4.

Under the circumstances described above, the total granted to the
History Department, containing 13 faculty members next year, would
be
$3000 for new books
$7800 for second hand books and minor periodical runs

$10, 800 total
This expenditure would be roughly double the present rate and would
still not cover serious purchases of periodical literature.

CONCLUSIONS:
All the data collected about the library holdings in the soc ial scienc•
give strong supporting evidence for the r econunendations of the University Library Conunittee on pp. 4-5 of Professor Cottrell's report.
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Tot

Tbe Voting Faculty

rrom:

Sh rman B. S m i t h ~

subject:

Proposed AJm!n
Students of th

1

ts to the Conatitution oft
University of ew llesioo

The Constitution of the A sociated Students requtr

that

_,i.,a.n..w ..,u

thereto shall be ratifi d by two-thirds of the tud t vot1
election, and subsequently approved by the Voting F cul
and the Regents.

t,

t

The following amen

ents were adopted by the
ce a
atud nts in the election of April 17 ," 1984, and are
P
aculty for consideration.
•'

Amendiq Article II - - Stud
follow•:
l,

t Rights to add
1

n

"Section 8. Bvery tudent hae the r ht to fr~.:inm
ezpr s ion in the claserOOII without tear of int
or repercu 810D due to di closure of b18 r..__,.,m,Lr••·profeaaor, o long a• the tude t'• r ar
to the subject matt r be
dlacu•••d•"

_J

io

t

3• Amendilqr Article V, S t1on 6 (d flD.ina th funo
1tion of the Stud nt standard•
itte) by ddi
11 :follows:
"The juriadiotiOD of the Stude t Standards
excluaivaly to
caa • violatio o
Univereity, JIIUlicipal, or etat• law. Th
it
not have th power to revi
a,q viol tion wbicb
cur
expllcitly outside tb.e g
aphlcal boundari oft
University of ew Jlexico campue."
be liait d

..

.,

..
•

I

The new Stud nt Standards Polle,- adopted bJ th•
defines the Committee'• juriadtctlOD OYflr off-a
•
•tudenta as follows:
"(a) (11) Off-CAIIJ?'!!: A•
t
DO
bj t to di ipll
aaures by Ge Coiiiltte for off-c
s aotlvitl
P 1:.11C,se
directly related to the t1n1 arait '•
c :l 1 f
ti ,
aa etealtng exaa1Dat1o
fl"OII a prof
'
•,
d nstrate the probability t t tb• tud
tit
da.nc r to hlalrelf or oth •
c
•·"
t
la C
11Ct
• Pl'Oposed ameachlent (2)
'lUoted fraa the PoliCJ st t

